LEADING FROM BEHIND

ACROSS
1. Highest point
5. Website division
9. "Hey, why not?!"
13. Sheepskin leather
14. Volunteer's phrase
15. Comment from an ass
16. Slayer guitarist who leads from behind?
18. With 61-Across, "Hawaii Five-O" star who led from behind?
19. Figure in a refi application
20. Droop
22. White Swan's sore spot
23. Boy band who played the halftime of Super Bowl XXXV
24. German fashion designer who leads from behind?
26. Drink from a packet
28. Announcement that probably goes unheard on a redeye: Abbr.
29. Author Hiaasen
33. Family nickname
35. Complete
39. "Moonlighting" actress who leads from behind?
42. Japanese therapeutic touch technique
43. Dress (up)
44. The "Twilight" series, e.g.
47. Kardashian who's on this season's "Dancing With the Stars"
49. Watergate figure who leads from behind?
53. Brush brand
58. Card game whose name is said during the hand
59. ___ Warier (Ron Artest's terrible record label)
60. 7" player
61. See 18-Across
63. Costume designer who led from behind?
65. "Well, in that case ..."
66. Someone who might run and get coffee
67. Helen Keller's teacher Sullivan
68. Some
69. Roller coaster highlight
70. Dugout props

DOWN
1. Actor Alan of "The Change-Up"
2. Brothers who remade "True Grit" in 2010
3. "Sex and Candy" one-hit wonders ___ Playground
4. Failed energy company Paul Krugman once advised
5. Toll road
6. Friend of France
7. Knife from Japan
8. Hire
9. #6 on the Heat, for short
10. Love poetry Muse
11. Qdoba snacks
12. Comic Wanda
17. Place to shoot hoops
21. Stood
24. This is a robbery
25. They may be drawn before bedtime
27. Cable alternative
29. "Willy and the Poor Boys" band, for short
30. Word of support
31. One of A-Rod's 1893, for short
32. Compare
34. Cut off
36. "Party" that's mad at the government
37. Piece of work
38. Nutritional abbr.
40. Big name in chocolate
41. A narcissist has a big one
46. Life, e.g.
48. This and that, say
49. IHOP's CEO ___ Stewart
50. Switch words
51. Preakness entrant
52. Sound
54. "They tried to make me go to ___ I said, 'No, no, no.'"
55. Game room?
56. Rusted (on)
57. Indicates
60. Line of instruction
62. Jones covered by the WSJ
64. Answer to "Who wants ice cream?"